Clustering is an extraction of closely knitted groups from a set of nodes. Its benefits in social network range from applying marketing schemes on an appropriate interest group to social network analysis. It is also considered an important tool for efficient communication in an intermittent Pocket Switched Network (PSN). Contact probability between mobile devices in disrupted social networks greatly depends upon the mobility profile and level of relationships between the device holders. Unlike flat routing, scalable and efficient routing in these networks is highly dependent upon accurate derivation of social circles or clusters. This paper therefore evaluates existing clustering techniques for terrestrial social network with the end aim of minimizing communication overhead by identifying those message carriers that can bring message closer to destination node. In order to ensure intercluster routing, modification in existing schemes is proposed so as to detect bridge nodes between single hop destination clusters and to find path towards a disjoint destination cluster.
Introduction
Social network is made of people tied with each other due to common interest and sameness of geographic location and of work place. The advent of social media such as Twitter and LinkedIn has given an opportunity to like-minded and known people to build up virtual communities by creating, sharing, and exchanging mutually interesting information.
An important process applied on social network is clustering. It extracts closely related groups of nodes called clusters such that the relationship among nodes of two different clusters is nearly nonexistent. It is a beneficial tool for social media in the sense that without leaking out private information like names, addresses, and contact numbers of individuals, collaborating in a common field, it can track the group for a needy person to get help and support from.
This paper aims to reveal the effectiveness of existing clustering techniques, currently used in social networks, on social Pocket Switched Networks (PSN) [1] . PSN comprises of handheld mobile devices where there is no infrastructure like cellular technology and Internet and where owners have to depend upon bluetooth or Wi-Fi radios to connect with other persons.
PSN cannot use traditional routing protocols due to lack of continuous end-to-end connectivity compared to traditional networks. In PSN, communication is performed by opportunistic meeting of mobile devices' owners. This meeting enables devices to come within each other's range and exchange messages. In order to avoid the burden on resources and perform efficient transmission of message towards destination, the stable social relationship of the owners of the portable devices is exploited.
To forward messages only to those neighbors that can access destination device one has to identify nodes that are members of destination cluster. This demarcation of clusters helps in efficient and scalable routing as is done in CRHC [2] which is a hierarchical cluster-based scheme proposed in order to handle routing in a large, complex, and disrupted network. Similar is the case with ACHR (Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy Routing) [3] which is a hybrid hierarchical and cluster oriented scheme where nodes detect their clusters using local information with two-hop local visibility. In 2 International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks this scheme, single-copy and multi-hop mechanism is used within a cluster whereas multi-hop and hop-by-hop strategy is used between clusters for message delivery.
Similarly, clustering is also utilized in cluster-based routing as shown in [4] where nodes visiting similar locations are grouped into a single cluster. The purpose is for cocluster members to share resources, assist each other in load balancing, and reduce overhead so as to enable scalability and enhance efficiency in routing.
In this paper, we have applied some of the well-known and state-of-the-art clustering techniques used in the social networks domain. The effectiveness of these schemes is assessed by four different metrics, namely, modularity, complexity, conductance, and expansion (these four metrics are discussed in Section 4). Another aim of the paper is to view clustering as a means for proficient communication. Clustering algorithms, however, do not derive links between clusters while intelligent cross-cluster message transmission needs revealing of paths between source and destination clusters. We aim to supplement clustering techniques with uncovering of these paths between clusters, thus enabling routing protocols to be more efficient and resource saving.
The paper has been organized into six sections. Section 1 gives the inroduction to the paper. Section 2 discusses stateof-the-art clustering techniques to be applied on social networks while Section 3 describes identification of bridge nodes and paths between pair of clusters. Section 4 presents the real world datasets of social network and quality functions on the basis of which efficiency of clustering technique is assessed. Section 5 interprets results of simulation runs while Section 6 concludes the paper with future work.
Literature Review
The role of clustering has been found to be significant for various domains including web content extraction [5] , food webs, ecological networks [6] , email networks [7] , animal social networks, and gene networks [8] . Clustering techniques have also been used in ad-hoc wireless networks for scalability and energy efficiency [9] . Cluster-based routing in wireless networks increased route lifetime and decreased amount of control information to be stored and propagated in the network.
Clustering has been proposed for routing in social disrupted networks such as PSN. Global provision of Internet anytime and anywhere is not possible; therefore message transmission has to rely on local connectivity. Though this local connectivity can carry heavy message due to large bandwidth, yet due to limited radio ranges, the end points need to be within each other's contact range. A method is therefore required which can perform message transfer even if end points are away from each other, that is, by using relays that might carry message closer to the destination. These relays are identified by using the stable knowledge of social clusters.
As communicating mobile devices are held by human owners, they have natural tendency to form clusters due to variation in relationships like friends, family members, familiar strangers, and strangers [10] . The basic aim is to identify these clusters which will ultimately make routing protocol scalable, more effective, and resource saving.
One of the important algorithms in the literature that can be applied on the networks mentioned above is given by Girvan and Newman in [11] . It is a hierarchical algorithm that initially considers the whole network as a single component and divides it into subcomponents by splitting the edge having highest betweenness. Betweenness of an edge is the number of times this edge lies on shortest paths between different pair of nodes. Costa et al. [12] have used Girvan and Newman algorithm for publish-subscribe applications that require dissemination of information to a group of interested people in an intermittent network.
-Means [13] , a simple clustering algorithm, was used by Jerusha et al. [14] to group sensor nodes on the basis of their geographic distances from centroids and their energy strengths. These clusters were assigned cluster heads so as to avoid communication overhead among sensor nodes. Bhaumik et al. [15] also used a type of -Means clustering called affinity clustering for dividing geographic area of Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANETS) into clusters on the basis of infrastructure, type of traffic, and their speeds.
Another prominent technique, known as Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) [13] , initially takes every data item as a separate cluster. It then merges the two nearest or similar data items into a single cluster. This step is repeated until either number of clusters is achieved or until no two clusters have distance smaller than threshold value. It has a number of implementations in the form of single, complete, group-average, and centroid linkages. Lung et al. [16] used HAC in WSN to obtain communication efficiency.
Unlike traditional clustering techniques like -Means and HAC, spectral clustering is simple to implement through linear algebra [17] . It uses Laplacian matrix derived from the adjacency and degree matrices of the network graph under consideration. Furthermore, with the help of Eigen values and Fiedler vector, the graph is partitioned into parts. Depending upon graph Laplacian, it has three different versions, that is, unnormalized, normalized symmetric, and normalized random spectral partitioning methods. Along with other clustering techniques, spectral clustering was also used in WSN to cluster nodes in groups [18] .
Though all of these clustering techniques are well judged for their efficiency and applications in different areas, however, they have certain limitations; all of them require specification of the number of clusters beforehand while one may not make an intelligent guess in certain cases. Moreover, each of the above techniques can work only when contact information about every node in the network is available. Once this control information, supposedly through flooding, is available, clustering can be performed.
In PSN, after every node knows about its cluster ID and cluster members, it has only to keep track record of its cluster members for intracluster routing. However, in case data is destined to a separate cluster, then source node should know the set of co-cluster members that may deliver the message early and with surety to the destination cluster avoiding burden on irrelevant links, buffer spaces, and message expiry.
In the next section, we describe a technique for identifying the bridging nodes or paths between every pair of clusters.
Bridge Nodes and Paths between Clusters
The message transfer in PSN maintains and exploits the history of encounters among the network nodes for message forwarding decisions [19] . Clustering is a tool to achieve increased benefit from a flat history-based routing algorithm in PSN. It divides the network into small manageable parts so that a node is free from maintaining information about the nodes residing in other parts of the network. Clustering not only reduces burden on network buffers but also saves links from exchanging control information between every pair of network nodes.
The existing clustering techniques, however, fulfill partial requirement for efficient routing, that is, when source and destination belong to the same cluster. What if destination is a member of a separate cluster? In such a situation, every source node should know the cocommunity member who ensures delivery of message or the neighboring community which can work as a relay. Algorithms 1 and 2 state the process of selecting bridge nodes between directly accessible clusters and path between indirectly reachable clusters.
In Algorithm 1, An is the adjacency matrix showing contact relationship between every pair of nodes in the network. In case the frequency of encounters and contact durations between a pair of nodes is higher than the threshold value, their mutual value in the adjacency matrix is equal to one; else it is zero. In case the two clusters cannot access each other directly, then path via those neighboring clusters should be identified which can work as relay for forwarding message straight towards the destination cluster. Algorithm 2 extracts path between disjoint clusters. Algorithms 1 and 2 along with a clustering algorithm are used for routing messages both inside a cluster and between two clusters. Next is the issue of how to choose an appropriate clustering technique for PSN. The next section discusses the parameters on the basis of which accuracy of the clustering techniques is evaluated.
Quality Functions and Datasets
An efficient clustering technique depends upon the time required for deriving clusters from data items, the cohesiveness among cluster members, and distance between two different clusters. The following parameters are used for deciding the best clustering technique in the clustering algorithms for a social network:
Complexity. It is the time taken by the clustering algorithm to extract clusters from a dataset. Modularity. It is based on the idea that a null model is not expected to have a cluster structure, so the possible existence of clusters is revealed by the comparison between the actual density of edges in a subgraph and the density one would expect to have in the subgraph of the null model. Large positive values of modularity indicate good partitions. It is always less than 1 and can be negative as well, in which case it means that graph has no community structure.
Expansion. The average number of edges per node going away from its cluster is termed as expansion of the cluster. A lower expansion value means that cluster is more self-centered and well structured.
Conductance. It is the ratio of the number of edges pointing outside a cluster to the total number of edges inside a cluster plus those going outside that cluster. The lower the value of a conductance quality function is, the better the clusters are considered.
In this paper, we have used four different datasets for testing various clustering techniques. All of these datasets present relationship levels among people of a certain group:
(1) Zachary's Karate Club. This data set relates to a popular social network of a university karate club given by Zachary in 1977 [20] . The members of the club are considered as nodes and ties between any two as edges. The dataset consists of 34 nodes and 78 undirected edges.
(2) St. Andrew Town. In this data set, 27 T-mote invent devices were distributed among 22 undergraduate students, 3 postgraduate students, and 2 staff members of University of St. Andrews (available at http://crawdad.org/st andrews/sassy/20110603/). Participants were asked to carry the devices for 79 days. T-motes came up with a collection of encounters throughout St. Andrew's town. We, however, have taken into consideration encounters among the participants only.
(3) Les Misérables. This dataset represents the coappearance of a novel's characters in similar scenes [21] . It consists of around 72 characters.
(4) Third-Grade Students. In 1993, Parker and Asher collected children's friendships record of third grade in an elementary school. Each child was asked to choose his/her very best friend, three best friends, and any number of friends in his/her class [22] . This class consisted of 22 children.
Results and Discussion
All the algorithms were run on each of the four datasets for two, three, and four numbers of clusters, respectively. The simulations are performed in a Java based simulator developed for this purpose. Snapshots are taken from the simulation after running Girvan and Newman clustering algorithm [11] to extract four clusters from Karate Club dataset. Table 1 shows the clusters and their members that are extracted by the clustering algorithm. Similarly, Table 2 shows the bridges between clusters derived from the Karate Club using Girvan and Newman algorithm. In Table 3 , we can see that, in terms of time complexity, HAC is order n faster than the rest of the clustering algorithms. During the simulation it was found that all three spectral algorithms provide equivalent results. Similarly all the four types of 
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HAC algorithms behave mostly alike with group-average scheme performing sometimes best, in metrics other than complexity, and single linkage sometimes worst in the HAC schemes. Apart from complexity KL performs well though its efficiency depends upon the initial selection of group members.
The average results of modularity, expansion, and conductance from all the simulation runs are normalized to a single value, that is, 4. The one that shows the best result in a quality function is given the highest value. The average result can be easily analyzed from Figure 1 .
Girvan and Newman's algorithm outperforms other algorithms in terms of both expansion and conductance; however, it does not work well in terms of modularity. KL and spectral algorithms behave similarly with KL achieving the highest value in modularity. Other than time complexity, HAC schemes cluster nodes poorly in social networks.
Since modularity is most commonly considered as a decision-maker for terming clusters as good or bad, therefore, according to the above output KL, followed by spectral and then Girvan and Newman schemes will be considered suitable for dividing a social network into groups.
Conclusion
Pocket Switched Networks (PSN) comprise of portable wireless devices owned by human beings. The network uses embedded low range wireless technologies for message communication. In order to enable efficient routing by decreasing undue stress on network resources, the network needs to be divided into clusters. Every node is limited to maintain contact record of co-community members only which enhances intercluster routing performance.
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To enable intracluster routing, the selected clustering schemes should be augmented with discovering paths between cluster pairs. This paper presented an algorithm for finding bridge nodes between directly accessible clusters. Similarly, another algorithm is given to find cluster paths between indirectly reachable clusters.
The above schemes can cluster a set of data points only when the global knowledge about network graph is available. In a social network, a single centralized node must maintain the relationship information between all pairs of network nodes to extract subgroups accurately. In case no node has complete connectivity information about the whole network, the discussed schemes may not work. This situation mostly happens in disrupted networks where nodes are only aware of their familiar nodes. Moreover, changes occur in relationships in the long run which also need to be dealt with. Our future aim is to discover a dynamic and distributed clustering algorithm that may be applicable when a network faces difficulty in collecting updated global connectivity information.
